
Roughness Estimate

This technique was based on the “Forest” model developed by

Straatsma and Baptist (2008). The roughness estimate relies on a

estimate of momentum dampening zones, or areas where flow is slowed

due to obstruction. This is estimated using the Percent Index derived

from LiDAR (illustrated below.) The information was then summarized

and incorporated into the link-node model shown above.

Site Location and Data Acquisition

The study site is located on the Tangipahoa River in Southern Louisiana.

This is a long term study site for the Hydroecology Lab at Virginia Tech.

LiDAR was obtained through the Louisiana Statewide LiDAR Project. It

has a vertical accuracy of 1’ and a horizontal accuracy of 3’. Both filtered

bare earth data (see middle picture above) and unfiltered data are

available. A DEM was created from the bare earth points.
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Since the invention of artificial fertilizers in the 1950’s, the US has been transporting increased amounts of Nitrogen (N) and Phosphorus (P) through its riverine networks. This has led to degraded water quality in
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study focuses on the use of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology to enhance modeling of floodplain water budgets. Support for project provided by ICTAS and VWRRC
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Floodplain Hydraulics

Engineers are very good at estimating flood extent. However, there

has been little work done to understand the flux of water in and out of

the floodplain. Most of the models used to describe water flow rely on

a combination of Manning’s Equation and the Saint Venant Equation.
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In most engineering applications, models are parameterized based on

Manning Roughness Coefficient (n), where the floodplain is assigned

a bulk roughness or different landcover types are assigned individual

roughness values. These values typically come from a lookup table.

While this is adequate for modeling flood extent, this approach poorly

represents water flow across the floodplain.

LiDAR

Airborne LiDAR systems collect high densities of explicit 3D data

usually used to describe surface features (topographic data,

vegetation distribution, urban infrastructure). Both the flood modeling

and wetland scientist communities use LiDAR because of its ability to

detect fine resolution microtopography on a large scale. Foresters

also utilize LiDAR to model timber distribution and merchantable

biomass.

Filtered Vegetation Points

Filtered Ground Points

(Left) Illustration describing LiDAR acquisition. Red points describe

“returns,” or points the LiDAR system recorded. (Right) Illustration

showing 2D representation after vegetation and ground points have

been separated by a filtering process.

Study Objectives

 Use LiDAR to develop the following inputs for a floodplain

hydraulics model:

 Estimate of Static Inundation Extent

 Storage Zones within the Floodplain

 Surface Roughness Estimate (Manning’s N)

Storage Zone DelineationInundation Estimate Floodplain Roughness Ecohydraulic Model Input

Inundation Estimate

Inundation Areas were estimated utilizing a cost surface (derived from

the floodplain DEM) and conditional raster algebra. As stage increased,

there were breakpoints in the stage-area curve. These were artificially

assigned wetland plant classifications. See stage-area plot below:

Storage Zone Delineation

Utilizing the technique developed Jones et al. (2008), hydraulic divides

were identified and given a hydraulic impedance (HI) value. HI represent

maximum depth of each storage zone. Through an iterative process,

divides with an HI less than one meter were removed. See figure above

for the resulting storage zones.
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**Taken from Straatsma and Baptist (2008)
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